February 21, 2003

Department of Transportation
Documentary Services Division
Attention: Docket Section, Room PL401
Docket Number: OST-1996-1437, SVC-124
Washington, DC 20590

Re: RIN: 2105-AD23
Comments of Privacilla.org on intended
“Aviation Security Screening Records”

To Whom It May Concern:

Privacilla.org wishes to register its strong objections to the creation of a new Privacy Act system of records that will store information about all persons traveling to, from, or within the United States. America requires transportation security; that security can be provided without tracking the movements of every single air traveler.

Privacilla.org is a Web-based think-tank devoted to privacy as a public policy issue. The Privacilla Web site (http://www.privacilla.org) provides hundreds of pages of information and links about privacy law and policy from a pro-technology, free-market perspective. Privacilla periodically reports on key elements of the privacy issue that may otherwise be overlooked by policy-makers, the press, and the public.

Important though it is, privacy has never been satisfactorily defined — not even in the Privacy Act of 1974. Unsurprisingly, the Privacy Act provides insufficient protection for the privacy interests of Americans. Nonetheless, the Act provides some protection for privacy and other important public and individual interests. Disclosure of new government databases is one.

Privacy is the subjective condition that people experience when two factors are in place: First, they must have power to control information about themselves and, second, they must exercise that power consistent with their interests and values. Governments have unique authority to deprive individuals of power over information about themselves — and to use that information contrary to their interests. The individual rights that
protect Americans’ privacy from government are part of what make the United States the greatest country in the world.

Congress has recently acted to protect privacy — or at least slow its erosion — in the E-Government Act of 2002 and the Consolidated Appropriations Resolution, 2003. The latter severely restricts the Department of Defense’s Total Information Awareness program, which shares characteristics with the system of records planned by the Department of Transportation. The Department should consider these laws before going forward with any database of information on all travelers.

Privacy is in constant tension with other interests, such as security against terrorism. The database proposed by the Department puts that fact in high relief. Privacilla.org has no doubt of the good intentions underlying the planned “Aviation Security Screening Records.” Nonetheless, privacy is needlessly sacrificed by elements of the plan, elements that do not significantly advance transportation security.

The Federal Register announcement does not state the program for which this intended Privacy Act system of records is being created, and a search of the Transportation Security Administration Web site does not reveal it. But, apparently the database is a part of the Computer Assisted Passenger Pre-Screening System (CAPPS II).

The Database will Record the Movements of Every Traveler

According to the Department’s Federal Register notice, the system will cover “[i]ndividuals traveling to, from, or within the United States (U.S.) by passenger air transportation.” For all travelers, the Department will collect passengers’ names and “associated data,” as well as reservation and manifest information held by passenger air carriers. In other words, the movements of every traveler will be recorded.

Anyone can be subject to additional data collection. Passengers “deemed to pose a possible risk” will have recorded about them financial and transactional data, public source information, “proprietary data,” and information from law enforcement and intelligence sources. As discussed further below, every air passenger poses some “possible risk” to the safety of air travel, however negligible that may be. There is no indication of who will “deem” passengers worthy of expanded data collection, nor

---

whether risk assessment of passengers will be subject to standards of any kind. Every traveler may be subject to additional data collection.

In short, this database is unlimited as to whom information may be collected about or what information the Department may maintain. This is a substantial incursion on the privacy of entirely law-abiding American travelers.

Information Can be Disclosed to Nearly All Comers

In the private sector, commercial promises of confidentiality are enforceable. In the public sector, promises of confidentiality can be made and unmade by governments at will — or at whim. In its Federal Register notice, the Department promises no confidentiality at all.

Eleven separate “routine uses” permit release of data to Federal, State, territorial, tribal, local, international, or foreign government agencies; to contractors, grantees, experts, consultants, agents, and other non-Federal employees; to foreign, international, and domestic regulatory agencies; to individuals and organizations; to the news media; to the Department of State, immigration authorities, and the intelligence community; to courts; to airports and aircraft operators; and to the National Archives and Records Administration.

Each of these disclosures may have some purpose related to the security of air travel, or enforcement of some law, but the connection may be exceedingly remote. Disclosure of information in this database appears as likely to be related to terrorism as to discredited domestic surveillance and “data mining” programs, to divorce proceedings, to tax investigations by foreign bureaucrats, and so on.

Anyone Can be Deemed a Suspect

No standards limit who may be “deemed to pose a possible risk” to transportation security. Thus, any American — traveler or non-traveler — can be the subject of a dossier in the Department’s intended database.

The Department’s announcement places no limits on who may decide that an American traveler poses a “possible risk.” Using the passive voice (“individuals who are deemed to pose a possible risk”), the Department has hidden the responsible actor or actors. Who may identify individuals as presenting a “possible risk”? It may be unidentified bureaucrats, flight attendants, other passengers, the Internal Revenue Service, anonymous callers, elected officials, and so on. The absence of limitation on
who may authorize expanded data collection and data retention about American travelers is needlessly threatening to the privacy of law-abiding Americans.

Equally unsatisfactory is the absence of standards by which American travelers and others may be deemed a possible risk. Every passenger poses some risk to the security of air travel; for most, the risk is infinitesimal. Without standards higher than “possible risk” — which is no standard at all — any American traveler may be deemed a risk and made the subject of a Department of Transportation dossier. A hunch may turn a traveler into a “possible risk,” or a traveler may be identified because he or she appears angry or disheveled, because he or she is traveling without bags, because he or she has unpopular opinions, because he or she appears to be from a particular group or nation, because he or she has annoyed the wrong official, and so on without limit.

The Department’s intended database can be a repository for information about anyone for any reason. This over-breadth makes it a menace to the privacy of law-abiding Americans.

This Database Treats All American Travelers as Suspects

There should be no mistaking that this database will treat all American travelers as crime and terrorism suspects. The Department invokes Privacy Act sections 5 U.S.C. § 552a(k)(1) and (k)(2) to deny notice to individuals when they are part of the database and to deny individuals access to data about themselves in the database. These sections allow such denial for purposes of national defense and foreign policy, and for investigatory material compiled for law enforcement purposes.

The Department may not create a database of all air travelers in the United States, shield the database from public view using national defense and law enforcement exceptions to the Privacy Act, and simultaneously claim that it is not treating all travelers as suspects. This is a “suspects” database.

Department Efforts to Protect Privacy are Unavailing

Privacilla recognizes and applauds some sensitivity to privacy reflected in the Department’s plan to dispose of records when an individual not deemed a possible security risk concludes his or her travel. Because the program places no limits on who may be deemed a risk, however, this protection is insufficient. The good faith of the Department and its officials is not in question, but good faith does not protect privacy. The structure of programs and explicit legal protections do.
There is only one appropriate way to structure a government-controlled security
or law enforcement database. That is to collect information only about individuals who
meet a requisite legal level of suspicion. For non-suspects, appropriate government
security measures may include checking information about travelers, but they do not
include collecting information about travelers. Happily, this structure is as consistent
with the Fourth Amendment’s privacy protections as it is cost-effective.

**Database-Style Security and Law Enforcement Do Not Work**

Experience shows that databasing information about innocent people in the name
of national security or law enforcement is ineffective and wasteful.

Currency transaction reporting and mandated suspicious activity reporting under
the Bank Secrecy Act have been in place since the early 1970s. They have increased the
cost of financial services to American consumers by billions of dollars per year. Yet they
have brought little in the way of crime or terrorism control. In 1998, the cost-per-
conviction to the private sector — that is, not including the cost to taxpayers of
investigation, prosecution, and adjudication — was more than $10 million dollars in
cases that relied on Bank Secrecy Act data.

More importantly, databasing information about the movements of innocent
people would be even less effective than databasing suspicious information. When
Mohammed Atta, the ringleader of the September 11th hijackers, received wire transfers
from the United Arab Emirates totaling as much as $100,000 in 2000, the bank receiving
the transfers reported it, as required by law. But, as the Wall Street Journal reported, the
first time the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network became aware of this document —
in its own files — Mr. Atta had flown a plane into the side of the World Trade Center.
Going beyond Bank Secrecy Act-style requirements and recording the non-suspicious
movements of innocent people would deliver even worse results than Bank Secrecy Act
reporting has.

Expansive government databases about the behavior of all Americans needlessly
degraded the privacy of the law-abiding. They do not prevent terrorism or cost-effectively
catch crime. They are a poor, but expensive substitute for good analysis of information
about threats and suspects that is already available to law enforcement and national
security agencies. They are not worth the incursion against Americans’ privacy.
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Data about ordinary air travelers lawfully going about their daily lives should remain where it is useful: in the hands of airlines. There, it serves the interests of the traveling public as airlines use it to tailor services, reward faithful customers, and reduce costs.

When data is in private hands, consumer choice, market incentives, and private and public law constrain its use. If airlines misuse personal information in any way, including by violating privacy, they are subject to suit and consumerist retaliation. Because they are not government actors, they are not in a position to violate civil liberties using information they collect for security purposes. Airlines also risk substantial loss and liability if they fail to find the right balance between privacy and security; they have every incentive to get that balance right.

In the event of a transportation-related emergency or incident, it may be necessary to transfer data to public authorities — and perhaps the Department should prepare with airlines for that unfortunate eventuality. But the Department should not collect information about every air traveler in the absence of suspicion or emergency. Doing so would needlessly destroy privacy for negligible security gains.

As structured, the Department’s intended “Aviation Security Screening Records” system is anathema to both privacy and cost-effective security. The Department is proposing to maintain secret files about all American travelers. The files may contain all kinds of travel and transactional data. The files may be shared with nearly any type of government authority and many private organizations and individuals. The files will not be available for review or inspection by the data subjects. Indeed, Americans will not be entitled to know whether files about them are being maintained.

The Department should withdraw this system of records and restructure the CAPPS II program consistent with the privacy of law-abiding American travelers.

Sincerely,

James W. Harper  
Editor  
Privacilla.org